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New pieces in the Moser decorative glass catalogue once again raise the glassmaking craft to a whole other level, fully in line with our The Art of Impossible concept. Each vase becomes a three-dimensional piece of art that – thanks to architecture, magical colours and glinting cut – will brighten up your interior. In the detail you will further appreciate the flawlessness of the consummate engraving that gives these treasures their unique character.

The Little Versailles, Viva Portland, Eden Garden, Porta and Emporium collections are more than capably seconded by Cool Velvet vases by Kateřina Doušová and the new tinted versions of the classic Diva, Purity and Gloria decorative collections, as well as by the Bar iconic drinks collection and the Bouquet sommelier set.
LITTLE VERSAILLES

A collection inspired by life filled with revelry and the tender trifles that surround us purely for our pleasure. Little Versailles will win you over through its playfulness and generous nature. The masterful cut of the vertical edges intersects with the sun-gilded disc at the centre of each vase, while sensitively selected transitions of tinted Moser crystal give the collection an unmistakable character.

vase
alexandrite underlaid with blue, alexandrite underlaid with blue, dark blue / 24K gold
8,5 x 21 cm
3.3 x 8.3 inch
3430

vase
topaz underlaid with blue, topaz underlaid with blue, topaz / 24K gold
8,5 x 21 cm
3.3 x 8.3 inch
3430

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
VIVA PORTLAND

Inspiration for this collection has come from the ancient Roman Portland Vase on display at the British Museum in London. Viva Portland pays tribute to the engravers of the ancient world, whose pieces are crammed with symbolism and metaphors. Cobalt blue, in combination with crystal and rosalin, accentuates the details of the deep engraving and softens the entire composition.

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
EDEN GARDEN

Where does reality end and fantastical story begin? The Eden Garden collection boasts an antiquity-inspired micro-world of colours, translucence and shadow in space and an infinity of visual connections that spring to life in rays of sunlight.

vase
eldor, rosalin, dark blue / 24K gold
8.7 x 61 cm
3.4 x 24 inch
3428

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen. We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
A wonderful symbiosis of shape, light and colour transformations in a pure Moser style. The three-part vertical composition of Porta vases gives the impression of being part of a space that can be entered via a floral gate. Exotic floral engravings give the design an extra dimension that allows you to establish a dialogue with both the world around you and your inner self.
Magnolia, bird of paradise and cherry blossom have inspired both the master engraving and colour toning of these monumental vases. Choose the one that works best for your interior.

- **object / engr. Strelitzia**
  - clear cased with topaz, topaz overlaid with blue, topaz cased with dark blue, topaz, dark blue / 24K gold
  - Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch): 15.1 x 70 cm
  - 5.9 x 27.6 inch
  - 3427

- **object / engr. Magnolias**
  - alexandrite, alexandrite underlaid with rose, alexandrite, alexandrite / 24K gold
  - Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch): 15.1 x 70 cm
  - 5.9 x 27.6 inch
  - 3427

- **object / engr. Sakura**
  - ocean green, rosalin underlaid with green, clear cased with rosalin, rosalin, ocean green / 24K gold
  - Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch): 15.1 x 70 cm
  - 5.9 x 27.6 inch
  - 3427

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
CRYSTAL MAJESTY

Tall Emporium objects take the breath away with their majestic appearance, enchanting colour scheme and precise detail. Their central part is at the same time a projection surface for masterful Moser engraving characterised by the uncommon fidelity and vividness of the motif. Whether your preference is for birds, marine life or the king of the jungle, in every case you acquire an impressive piece with high artistic and investment value. The entire colour-coordinated series can also look fantastic in large interiors.
EMPORIUM

**Limited edition**

The architectural design of these stately objects, in conjunction with typical Moser engraving, expresses artistically the tension of dramatic moments from the world of fauna. The central part of each crystal treasure is able to create a three-dimensional image with a natural depth of space on a wall of several millimetres. Each object works in a sophisticated manner with transitions of shape, luminosity and colour.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Vase / Eng.</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Width (cm)</th>
<th>Height (inch)</th>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lions</td>
<td>Clear cased with topaz, clear cased with smoke, clear cased with topaz, clear.</td>
<td>11×50 cm</td>
<td>4.3×19.7 inch</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle</td>
<td>Aquamarine, clear overlayed with blue, aquamarine, dark blue, dark blue / 24K gold</td>
<td>11×50 cm</td>
<td>4.3×19.7 inch</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sea World</td>
<td>Beryl, beryl underlaid with blue, beryl cased with dark blue, beryl, dark blue</td>
<td>11×50 cm</td>
<td>4.3×19.7 inch</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falcon</td>
<td>Topaz, clear cased with smoke, topaz, clear.</td>
<td>11×50 cm</td>
<td>4.3×19.7 inch</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Birds of Paradise</td>
<td>Beryl, ocean green overlayed with rose, rosèin, beryl.</td>
<td>11×50 cm</td>
<td>4.3×19.7 inch</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eagle</td>
<td>Aquamarine, clear overlayed with blue, aquamarine, dark blue, dark blue / 24K gold</td>
<td>11×50 cm</td>
<td>4.3×19.7 inch</td>
<td>3429</td>
<td>30 pcs</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen. We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
The new collection from successful Moser designer Kateřina Doušová captivates at first glance through magic shades of beryl or aquamarine underlaid with amethyst. It is reminiscent in morphology of the popular Gema collection but offers a more playful interpretation of geometrically cut blocks. No eye will resist the crystalline purity of the design, coupled with the velvety depth of the colour scheme.
The intersection of the clear crystal block and the inner case is highlighted by an elliptical cut that is enclosed in the middle of each side wall almost like a bubble of spirit level, or perhaps escaping from it in an upward or downward direction. Simple, playful and elegant!

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
AMPHORA

The playful interpretation of this iconic shape profits from the brilliant mastery of the cutting technique. Amphora represents a respectful but at the same time confident reference to an immortal ancient principle. With its warmer expression, it crowns the entire collection.

Vase
aquamarine underlaid with amethyst
11.6 × 28 cm
4.6 × 11 inch
3435 / cut rounded edges

Vase
beryl underlaid with amethyst
11.6 × 28 cm
4.6 × 11 inch
3435 / cut rounded edges

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any queries for more information.
FACET

The crystal block with square foundations possesses edges of vertical walls disrupted by a geometric cut through which we can see more deeply into the soul of the object. However, it won’t give up all its secrets to you.

vase
aquamarine underlaid with amethyst
11.6 x 28 cm
4.6 x 11 inch
3435 / cut straight edges

vase
beryl underlaid with amethyst
11.6 x 28 cm
4.6 x 11 inch
3435 / cut straight edges

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen. We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
Amethyst with an aquamarine tint gives the Diva and Purity vases an even more confident expression. No-one will believe that such an ultra-modern design dates from the days of our great-grandmothers. You can also complement your collection of crystal vases with new tinted versions of the classic Gloria shape. Guests will be amazed by your flower arrangements' newfound energy.
Thanks to its differing sizes and elegantly complementary shades, the minimalist design of the vase, cut to eight edges, combines perfectly into an impressive collection that glows with the gorgeous colours of precious stones.

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
A sophisticated tinting technique gives Purity vases an entirely novel expression, bursting with emotion. They can thus become an original, and above all unmistakable, addition to any modern interior. Their best friend is light, which allows a combination of different pastel tones to stand out in a single piece of crystal.

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
GLORIA

A grand collection that thanks to a wide range of colours and decoration will enhance any interior. The combinations of soft pastel shades, such as crystal tinted with aurora or green, are perfect.

Width (upper edge) x height (cm/inch). Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen.

We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
A modern drinks collection in which pure lead-free crystal is brought to life by the elegance of the design silhouettes and sparkling geometric cut at the base of the lily-shaped chalice. Its attributes immediately made it a favourite of sommeliers and all lovers of fine wine.

Capacity (ml/oz) / width × height (cm/inch). Collection is available in clear, rosalin and beryl. Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen. Can be personalised with a coat of arms or monogram. We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.
Thanks to new colour combinations, the austere and purposeful morphology of 1930s Functionalism in the design of Rudolf Eschler is reanimated with surprising energy. The contrast between the massive prism of the bottom and the ball-shaped chalice makes the optical qualities of Moser crystal stand out more than ever before.
One of the most popular drinks collections has been expanded to include a magical combination of clear crystal tinted with one of Moser’s unique colours. Your guests will surely love aurora or amethyst just as much as blue, pink or green.

**ADD TO YOUR BAR**

Water / clear underlaid with amethyst
- Capacity: 220 ml / 8 x 10,3 cm
- Height: 7.43 oz / 3.1 x 4.1 inch

Destillate / clear underlaid with amethyst
- Capacity: 45 ml / 4.8 x 6.2 cm
- Height: 1.52 oz / 1.9 x 2.4 inch

Capacity (ml/oz) / width (upper edge) × height (cm). The Bar collection in all sizes is available in clear, coloured and underlaid varieties. Only in the case of bottles and jugs it is not technically possible to underlay the products; i.e., they are available either in clear or full colour. Any slight deviations in dimensions or colour are evidence that items are handmade by our master craftsmen. Can be personalised with a coat of arms or monogram. Additional sizes on request. We are available and happy to answer any enquiries for more information.